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To U.S. Nuclenr Regulatory Commission:

Denr Chaiman Jcseph M. Hendrie

I would like for you to oppose any legis1ntion which would

impone moratoriums on construction, licensinr end/or operntion of

nuclenr power plents.

Thare is abundant proof of nuclear safety. I would like to see connon

sense preve.11 not hysteria. %hile the rest of the world is on a crash

procr-m to build n nuclear capability, fright peddlers nna no-crowth

partisonn in nnd out of covernment would deny us this cle nest, chenp-

est, most e Pficient and safest method of oducine 1erge nnountn of

elec tricity.

Lured to these anti-nuke protests by big nnme rock bnnis rnd the local

rndio stntion b1nring bus rides to trnnsport people to Dinblo Cnnyon

site for the ' big protest' it was more of a bir social with comments

such es these enor.g the young ' I went to look over the chicks' .

A simple letter or call to the locn1 representatives would hnvc heen

much, much conserving with the strong gns crunch upon us nnd emphnsis -

upon crucici connervation measures tut I stroncly suspect a Eh binn-
#gru g

ed with person-1 exes to grind. I would like to see end herr the nnti-

nuke crowd thunder and screna at Russin nnd Chin, who ore londinc up

with nuclear power. Their nuclenr disasters would affect our country

and the vihole world but the anti-nukes nre not sayinc nnythin shout

this cnS thev nre so concerned about henith hazards. 1261 002 -
I believe the ensvier lies in protection from snbotege, Food safety

mensures nnd we have this alrenay - Three Mile Isinnd proved thet.

Iem a registered nurse and far from en expert 6n this mntter and hope

I dondot sound like I am trying to tell you gentlemen whnt to do but

I know the most rabid enviromentalist would be the firnt one to be

sareaming for the most modern, efficient, technological equipnent in the

C.C.U. nni tho festest most modern ambulance to ret him there to tnke

care o'f his heart attacl;. I would like to present him with n rickshnw
and n windmill then, qgqg
If we allor a vocal minority to keep us from our own technology, the end

resuM can only be a cold and dark future for all of us.
L L*. gz o m hafu_ W g, a f g k you, g

s%G A p. Mrs. Helen Mun&z Peck R. N.
M Mx_ o a' 1021 W. Kennle St.%, p ,,

Mm gh .7, g Oxnnrd , Onlif. 43030
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byJohn Rees
.

',
a Uxtzss the United States moves for. tute of the Czechoslovak Academy of
ward without delay in building nuclear. Sciences until 1963, when he used the
fueled electrical generating plants, occasior of an invitation to lecture at
sa;s Professor Petr Beckmann of the the University of Cclorado as his

. University of Colorado, thousands of chance for freedom. He is a Fellow of
4~ lives will be lost because of our reliance the Institute of Electrical and Elec.

on far more dangerous fossil fuels tronic Engineers and a member of a
such as coal, oil, and natural gas. number of professional organizations.

Born and educated in Prague, Dr. A prolific writer with more than 60 sci.
Beckmann worked for a research insti. entific papers and eight books to his
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credit. Dr. Beckmann has become in- knife would be a more effective weap-
measu res. Another very important withstanding a hydrogen ex plosion, ne dndy c nenned with energy ques- on than radioactive materials.
point is that it demonstrated the slow- and it could ea3ily have withstood tions and now writes and publishes the Vou can het that any attack against
ness with which a nuclear. plant acci- stea m explosions and radioactive gases. intunationally respected newsletter a iuclear power plant is for the puripse
dent happens, allowing ;'~nty of time That Emergency Core Coohng Sys- Ace To Amp. of trying to discredit nuclear power and
to select countermeasures. tem, which has been a particular target Q. Professor Heckmann, we have for that reason alone.

Q. What was the malfunction; of the anti. nuclear critics who claimed all heard arguments froru the oppo- Q. Could a nuclear reactor at a
that is, how did the accident occur? it could never work, perf rmed well nents of nuclear energy that nus' car power plant explode so that oneo

A. All the details have not yet been under the most severe conditions. power plants are ripe targets for sab- morning we might see a mushroom
published, and the Nuclear Regulatory The incident at Three Atile Island otage and for terrorists who woeild cloud looming over the debris of a
Commission and ot her agencies are st il'1 has provided a severe field test which sem nuc! car waste or even plutoni- devastated power plant?

!
compilir.g their reports. But, from the has shown that the E.C.C.S. will per- um and threaten to disperse nt, say by A. The uranium used m, the power-

,

available information, what happened form under the most adverse and un- throwing it out of an airplane. Does plant reactors is not sufficiently en-
at Three Atile Island was a chain of foreseen conditions; that the contain- this make sense? riched for an explosion to occur. The
four gigantic failures, two mechanical ment building can contain radioactive A. Not really. It would be much danger at theThree AtileIslard reactor
and two human. A pump circulating gases and even a hydrogen explosion; easin, and cause vastly greater dam- m Pennsylvania was from hydrogen

,

coolant water to the core of the reactor and, that the filters in the auxiliary ! age, for turorists to throw hand-gre- gas that formed because of heat after
failed. Immediately and automatically building to which radioactive water was I nades, or set off high explosives, at a the water level fell and exposed part of
the Emergency Core Cooiing System pumped are so effective that only in- | dam above a city than for them to the reactor. And actually it now turns
(E.C.C.S.) went into action as it was finitesimally small quantities of inert

|
break into a nuclear power plant. They out that hydrogen did explode and the
w uld have to assemble a team of containment buildm, g withstood itssupposed to do. Also immediately the radioactive gases and iodine escaped

control rods dropped down to shut-off into the atmosphers sclumphrenics who on the one hand force w:thout problem.
the reactor, just as they were designed Q. Where did the h3 u.w,en ,,as w uld be geniuses or experts in a large Q. ProfessorHeckmann,themass,

to do. However the human errors now come from? | number of varied disciplines, and yet media treatment of the accident at,

came into play. Valves in the E.C.C.S. A. Among the events that happened n the other hand be toc stupid to real- Three Atile Island has been quite sen-
system had been manually shut by a automatically was that the teactor was ize that there are far easier methods of sational. What did we learn from
workman, and so water did not imme- turned off. However, you cannot pre- inflicting grievous injury on the popu- what happened there?
diately go into the core. On at least two . vent the nuclear fission products in the lati n at large. A. The accident at the Three Afile
occasions human beings working in the fuel rods from continuing to be hot. Plutonium is f c urse toxic, and if Island piant is unquestionably t he most
plant turned off the E.C.C.S., allow. When part of the core became uncov- y u breathe plutonium dust you can get serious in the 22-year history of nuclear
ing the core of the reactor to be left ered as the level of cooling water lung cancu. But you wdl not get that power. But the most significant aspect

~ "C".for 15 to 40 years, if at all. Only of that accident was not merely that ituncovered by coolant water. dropped, the temperature rose and the C

Nonetheless, the built-in sa fe- heat broke down some of the water into a vny inept tumrist would use a weap- produced no deaths, no injured, no cas-
guards withstood this improbable its components, hydrogen and oxygen. n that takes years and years to kill, ualties, no illness, no hospitalization;
chain of events, and there were still at The reactor core was damaged presum. Hetyn to use t xic substances like ar- but that the zero casualty figure was
least tw . more levels of safety before a ably by the overheating, which may senic and other ehemical and biological not due to " good luck." The accident

I meltdown was likely. Furthermore, have caused melting or warping of the t xms that are ditficult to trace. Ra- produced a gigantic test of the princi-
~ .

'even if a meltdown had occurred, most fuel rods that are surrounded by a Woactive material can be detected in pie of nuclear safety; namely the con-.

probably there would have been no cas. light-weight meta! cladding. ludicrously minute quantities, after cept of the " defense in depth," in-
'

ualties because the containment build. Q. What about that so-called N all, and so defensive measures can be which there are many layers of com-
| ing would have held the radioactive " leaking" of radioactivity outside Os taken against it. For terrorists, a pocket plementary and supplementary safety
| gases. It proved how strong it was by the pfant? ~' 32 The Review of The Ntws, April 18,1979
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Dr. R.P. Hammond, who has had con- ebout the same radiation as if tFey had A. Radioactive gas escaped from disastrous. There is only one exception
,

siderable experience in cleaning up af- been visiting with me for four and a the reactor area into the containment and that is the case of a nuclear plant.

ter nuclear accidents in Canada, has half months here in beautiful Colormlo. building which surrounds the reactor. There, even if the er.ergy gets loose

said he couldn't think of a better place Q. And so the earth, sky, and And the containment building, which is and does what it is not supposed to do,

for meltdown material to be than f ar buildinga around us are constantly enormously strong and built to with- such as a meltdown, it melts down into

underground, shielded ny overlying radiating us in small but measurable stand even a jet plane crashing into it, the earth for many hours ertd ends up

rock and earth, enclosed in a pocket of amounts? held the radioactivity just as it shot Id. in a big glass marble of fused earth.

fused earth. A. More than that, whenever you That it what it was built to do. Meanv hile you have many possible

Q. Ilow do the exposures to radio- take a coast-to-coast airpiane trip you Hut then it appears that another hu- countermeasures, up to and including

activity at the Three Stile Island receive five extra millirems of radia- man error was made by pumping water evacuating people from the area.

plant compare to our normal expo- tion from outer space during that trip. from the containment building to the Q. Ilow dangerous is a " melt-

sure to background radiation? Your color television set gives you one auxiliary building, which held the ra- down" of the sort first feared at
A. A radiological health expert extra millirem. Even human beings are dioactivity better thari : ,vas expected Three Stile Island?

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commis- measurably radioactive because the to do. It has elabcrate filters which re- A. Let's first look at the process.

s;on, Frank Congel, has stated that the food we eat gives us about 25 mil!irems moved everytNng radioactive except Should there be a loss-of-coolant acci.

cumulative dose of radioactivity for a of radiation. Such radiation is hardly for t>e noble gases such as xenon, ar. . dent in a light. water reactor- that is, a

person living in the closest house to the frightening, gon, and ;.rypton. These are not re- reactor that uses i,rdinary water, under

plant who had remained out of doors I have to laugh because every tir tained by the body. - pressure or not, to cool the core - the

for five consecutive days continuous- the anti-nuclear fanatics hold a me Q. Then you view the Three Mile temperature of the fuel rods may rise
Island incident as proving the safety to the point whe:e they melt their lightly,24-hours-a. day starting at the time ing they receive more radiation f .

a of nuclear power? metal cladhg. The heat ame., immof the accident, could have rec 6ved as each other than they would living r ,

much as 85 millirems of radioactivia nuclear power plant. A power plant A. Yes indeed. What we have seen the accumulation of radioactive fis-

By comparison, a complete body Lray in .Mv emit only 10 millirems as mea- in this case is a sequence of events that sion products in the fuel rods.

a hospital gives you this much radiation. sured on its property line; and, actual- took place over many hours, and by In the worst poseible case, thi ma.

As I pointed out in my book, The ly,if the Nuclear Regulatory Commis- that I mean not only the malfunctions terial would form a red hot goo on the

llealth lla:ards Of NOT Going Nucle- sion measures even five millirems they but Mso the human errors. And yet floor of the thick steel pressure vessel

or, the natural background radiation start making complaints to the utility. there was plenty of time to make tests, that would sbwly melt through the

varies depending on where you live. In It was Dr. Edward Teller who said,"In discuss and decide what the best op- steel and through the floor of the con.

New York City, you naturally get 93 sleeping with a woman, one gets just tions were und are, and to take counter- tainment building into the earth to a

millirems a year; in Dallas only 53; in slightly less radioactivity than from a measures. By comparison, how much depth of some 25 feet or so where it

Carlisle. Pennsylvania, not many miles nuclear reactor; but to sleep with two time and what sort of countermea- would dissipate its heat. Very probably

from Three Stile Island, you get 87. women is very, very dangerous." Per- sures are available when an oil tanker the cooled goo now encased in a glass

And the average exposure for a Col- haps this hit of information will make explodes? marble of fused earth could be re-

f orado resident is about 150 millirems; the anti. nuclear fanatics more moral. Any energy facility, by its very moved, even salvaged, without major

| but in Boulder, wherellive, we nat ural. Though l dount even they will contend nat u re, contains a lot of pent up complications. Unless it ran into an un-

I ly a quite safely M 2.~.0 millirems. that our former Vice President died of energy. If that energy is released sud- derground stream and managed to vent

Thi 3ecause of the natural radioac- radiation!
denly, it can be destructive; and, as stea m into a blowhole outside, all radio-

tivh ..i the gruite rocks, the altitude Q. Some radioactive iodine also long as man is fallible, it can happen. active gases would still be contained
g In a ship or tank of liquefied natural inside the containm.mt building ofwhich gives us more cosmic rays. end was released from the Three Mile -"

similar factors. So the people living plant, and that does get into the food rg gas, a dam, an oil tanker or refinery - concrete and steel above the melt site.

CD closest to the Pennsylvania plant got and into the thyroid gland, doesn't it? & the release of energy is sudden and A widely respected nuclear scientist,
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great saving in not having to buy for. more clean. Of course that was not the A. Yes, and great care is taken so rems ir maarter. At 600 rems, you-

eign oil; it is beneficial to the Salance real motivation of many of these fa. that no substantial amounts are re- will pro " die of radiation sickness.of payments; and, it obviously i seans natics. They were just using nuclear leased. Dr.11arold Denton, the head of Q. What are the mechanics of athat the United States does not hao to power to harass coal. They always call the N.R.C. safety division, has an. nuclear power plant and how does itbe dependent upon the whims of un- for the development of that form of nounced that in the milk samples from differ from a coal-fired electric-pow-stable dictators. Thirdly, nuclear pow- energy which they think is not avail. 22 dairy farms in an 18 mile radius er plant?
er is much more economical han coalor able. Solar power is their idol now. around the Three Alile Island plant, the A. Except in a hydroelectric plant,
oil; and this is so despite the large costs What they really want is a no-growth level of radioactive iodine (iodine-131) in large. scale power plants electricityadded on by the lawyers for the envi- society in which they are the ones with was between 10 and 20 picocuries per is generated by steam which turns a
ronmentalists, who fight tooth and nail the power, upward mobility is stopped, liter. The N.R.C. does not move to turbine. The only difference is in what
in court against the nuclear plants, and and we do what we are told by their block the consumption of milk as un- you use to produce the heat that makes
the government regulations which cost beloved regulators. healthy until it contains 12,000 picocu. the steam that drives the turbine.
millions and millions of additional dol- As for the atom bomb comparison, ries of radioacive iodine per liter. In a nuclear-fueled electrical gener-Isrs. With all this it is still cheaper than let's get this over with once and for all. According to the mass media, the ating plant, the heat comes from a slowcoal. let alone oil. The fuel in a nuclear power plant can

g governor said he would require the milk, chain reaction in fuel ro6 that release
There is a further reason why we not explode. This is because of the laws to be monitored until no iodine 131 was heat that raises the tenperature of the

should go nuclear. If we use bre 4er of physics. In natural uranium ore,99.3 present. Well, a level of 2 to 5 picocu- water in the reactor core. Then, that
,

reactors and reprocess the wastes m percent of the uranium is uraniom-238 ries is normal in milk. And when the steam or pressurizec' hot watergoesintospent fuel instead of merely burning which is not fissionable. A mere 0.7 fallout from the Red Chinese atom a heat exchanger there it heats a sec-
up our 100 years' supply of uranium, percent of the i re is uranium-235 bomb came down in the rain over the ond separate circuit to ..mduce the
we get plutonium. And plutonium can which is fissionable. To make a urani. Northeastern states, the milk regis- steam that drives the tmbmes.
serve as a fuel for several thousand um bomb, you must purify or enrich tered iodine-131 levels of 150 to 300 There is a third type of reactor not
years. Heyond that we could go on and the material so that more than 90 per- picocuries per liter; yet there was no being sned ve y m&h in this countrybreed thorium, but that is further in cent of it is uranium.235. Even then an

public outcry over t hat. Besides, milk is though it is stperior to both the boilingthe future than ar:yone now alive can explosive chain reaction cannot occur normally radioactive, having about water and the pressurized water reac-see. Certainly our coal, let alone gas unless a certain amount is forced to- 1,400 picocuries of radioactivity (not tor, and that is the high temperature
,

and oil, can last no more than a few gether against the energy of the chain just iodine) per liter. Whiskey averages gas reactor. It is more efficient becenturies. But nuclear power can'last reaction.
1,200 picoeuries per liter, and sala d cil a cause it can reach higher temperatu-for thousands of years. But the fuel in a power-plant reac- whopping 4,900. A mere 20 pi& curies is It is also safer, because should th.

Q. Nuclear power plants have tor is merely 3.5 percent uranium-235. hardly a cause for concern. used as a coolant leak out, air w
.been opposed from their inception by Thus it is impossible by the laws of Q. At what level does radiation leak in to replace it and so a meltdown

..

critics who have equated them with physics for it to undergo an explosive make you ill? is virtually impossible.
nuclear bombs. What is tne nuclear nuclear chain reaction. i A. The media have been screaming Q. Dr. Heckmann, why should

,

power safety record? Q. Your point is that nuclear about the worker at the plant who went this country want to build nuclear.A. First, let me correct you. These power is safe?
in to get a sample of the coolant water powered ekctrical generating plants,environmentalists have not always op- A. Nothing involving energy can be and received 3 rems - 3,000 millirems rather than use coal or oil-powered

posed nuclear power. Back in the early 100 percent safe. The question is - of radiation. They did not tell the plants?
1960s, thinking nuclear power imprac- whether using nuclear power to gener- N public that even under our stringent A. There are several reasons. First.tical, they were very opposed to coal ate electricity is safer than any other & safety regulations a worker in a nuelear it is safer by large factors. Secondly,mining and recommended nuclear pow- method. If that is the question, the an. facility is permitted to receive up to 5 nuclear energy for these plants can beer as bemg more healthful because it is swer is yes. rems in any year with a maximum of 3 produced domestically. This means a
The Review Of The NEW5, April 18,1979 Odi The Review of The NEW5, April 18,1979 39O
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dose of radiation at the property line German atomic-energy program, has Let's h>ok at coal. Report 1554.D. tion of electricity is close to 2 billion
of a nuclear plant was reduced from said the reason we need so many safety released by the Energy Researen and megawatts. Compare the volume of
170 millirems per year to 10 millirems. programs is because of the poor quality | Development Administration early in coal that must be mined to produce
Statistically, doing i his reduced the an- of the training and education of our 1977, has been kept very quiet and vir- that (a massive chunk 200 feet by 200
nual 300,000 cancer cases in this coun- people. They thus claim that in a Com- tually suppressed by the federal gov- feet by 100 miles) with the volume of,

try by three. The cost was $800 million munist society safety is unnecessary, i ernment. It said that the coal ' rning uranium ore needed to produce the
for each of the three statistically saved Q. And they also are behind some power plants east of the Mississippi same energy (200 feet by 200 feet by
lives. Parenthetically, you know nei- of the anti-nuclear hysteria here and were annually responsible for 18,000 100 feet). The point is that going nu-
ther the U.S. Capitol nor Grand Cen- in Europe, an.d have tried to link nu. premature deaths from lung diseases clear could reduce disruption of the
tral Station could be licensed as a nu- clear power ti. disarmament issues. and cancer. earth by a factor of 5,000. Also coal ash
clear reactor because just the rock - - .. Yes, on the one hand they mock ! This does not even begin to get into is highly toxic, and enormous areas
marble, sandstone, and granite - of the Western middle-class as being dec. the additional areas of more than 200 must be given over to its storage. The
which those buildings are made emit adent and afrad of technology i nd fat al accidents each yea. m coal mines, emissions from burning coal - sulfur'
more than 10 millirems of radioactivity. spread the rumor that opposition to nu. The average was 24G deaths for the pe- dioxide, nitrous cyide, known carcino-

Q. About a year ago some Ameri- clear power in the West is artificially riod 1965 to 1969, but there were only gens like benzopyrene - are known to
can nuclear engineers were given a inspired by the oil, ompanies who want eight deaths of uranium miners in ac. be harmful
tour of several Soviet nuclear reac- to attain greater profits. But, on the cidents in that period. Of course, we. I don't want to just knock coal. But
tors and power plants. Areyou famil- other hand, they .re themselves quite need to mine far less uranium than each year we delay in building a nuclear
iar with what they found? evidently fannicg the anti-nucleac coal. The really significant measure- plant to replace 1,000 megawatts of

A. Yes, I read their report. The So- hysteria in the West. ment is in the number of deaths in rela- coal-fired power, we condemn between
viet l?nion is trying feverishly to go Q. Then do you see the question of tion to the amount of energy produced. 20 and 100 Americans to death.
nuclear, but is having the failures a nuclear power now as a political issue? Q. And what is that? Q. You noted earlier that oil and
centrally plannn. .ociety always has. A. It has been taken outside the A. For every billion megawatts of natural-gas storage are also dan.
Significantly, the Soviets do not worry area of technicai expertise. Iflogic and electricity consumed, we lose 189 lives gerous.
much about safety and it is only re- science were the only factors, we could in coal mining for coal-powered plants, A. Certainly, because so much has
cently that they began toconstruct con- be much further advanced on the road | but only two in uranium mining for to be stored. An oil-fired generating
tainment buildings around their reac- to nuclear power. nuclear pants. Per million megawntts plant of 1,000 megawatts capacity
tors. The power. plant reactor they ex- Long before Italph Nader's crusades I of electric energy consumed, inju es burns 40,000 barrels of oil a day. It is
ported to Finland is called " Easting- to attack American business, and cer- cost 1,545 disability days for coal customary for them to keep on hand a
house" by nuclear engineers in the tainly before his Critical Mass rallies miners and 157 disability days for ura- six weeks' supply of 2 million barrels.
West because all of its safety equip- began to resemble the Nuremburg Par. nium miners. And h>ok at the indus- Oil storage facilities sometimes ex-
ment such as the Emergency Core Cool- tictags of the Thir'1 Reich, the so- trial diseases coal causes. Each year plode and burn. In 1973,1976, and
ing System, containment, and so forth called environmentalist movement de- there are 4,000 deaths among coal again very recently oilstorage tanksin
was supplied by Western companies. veloped heavily political overtones. miners attributed to Black Lung dis- the greater New York area have burned.

The U S.S.R. is aware that nuclear These environmentalists tended to case. And each year the federal gov- And t here are more and more cities with
energy is the energy of the future. But be against economic growth, for popu- ernment - wiuch means the American vulnerable L.N.G. tanks. In a tempera--

the Comrades have a forked. tongue. lation control, against helping South fV taxpayer - is paying near'y a billion ture inversion situation, thousands
Soviet neutrons are called "progres- Vietnam, for making deals with the CN dolh,rs in health benefits to disabled could die by asphyxiation and exacer.
sive," but capitalist neutrons are Communists, as well as for greater per- Black Lung victims. hated lung conditions and asthma-

" dangerous." Klaus Fuchs, the notori- missiveness in legal and hical issues; What about the environmental im- from such a fire.
ous atom spy who now heads the East they tended to be college educated and CD pact? This country's annual consump- In 1973, the maximum permissible
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afuuent, heavdy invotved in the in- clear accident" that radicans harp on affluent, heavily involved in the in- clear accident" that radicals harp on j
-

formation industries, the media am % Browns Ferry
formation industries, the media and was the 1975 fire at the Browns Ferry

the universities. But they shouki never e lant in Alabama. it had nothing
the universities. But they should never power plant in Alabama. It had nott'ing

,

be called liberals because they a 6 ra ioactivity. The fire was
be called liberals because they are dia- to do with radioactivity. The fire was

metrically opgmed to the true l started by an ine >t electrician who de- metrically opposed to the true liberal. started by an inept electrician who de.
i

ism of Adam Snuth, Mill, or son & to me a candle to check for an air ism of Adam Smith, Mill, or von llay- cided to use a candle to check for an air |

,

ek. While paying lip service to civi eak and managed to set the electrical ek. While paying lip service to civil lib- leak and managed to set the electrical
-

erties, they strongly favor gover ent insulation on fire. There was no danger | erties, they strongly favor government insulation on fire. There was no danger '

to the reactor, or from the reactor, be-
.nterference an' coercive legislation. to the reactor, or from the reactor, be- !

interference and coercive egis g

In fact, the urge to use coercion agai" e of the many layers of safety
in fact, the urge to use coercion against cause of the many layers of safety

all who do not agree with them, a" te measures engineered into the plant. all who do not agree with them, and the
>

measures engineered into the plant,
arrogant premise that peop do ncg Q. Once more, then, what is the arrogant premise that people do not Q. Once more, then, what is the
know what is good for them, are the two lesson of hree Mile Island? know what is good for them, are the two I _en of Three Mile Island?
chief characteristics shared by t is his has been a gigantic field

| chief characteristics shared by this A. This has been a gigantic field
otherwise heterogeneous elite. a test in battle undcr the most ; otherwise heterogeneous elite. ,

test, a test in battle under the most '

Q. Then the claims of extreme adverse conditions, of the very heart of Q. Then the claims of extreme adverse conditions, of the very heart of
-

risk in nuclear power of t e sor cept of nuclear safety - the risk in nuclear power of the sort 'the concept of nuclear safety - theti le la er" defense in depth." And
made by best-sellers like We Almost multiple layer " defense in depth." Andmade by best-sellers like We Almost Pm

Lost Detroit are gross distortions. e seeond portant point is the dem- Lost Detroit are gross distortions? the second important point is the dem.
A. John Fuller s vile book is ased, etration of the slowness with which A. John Fuller's vile book is based, onstration of the slowness with which,
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